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Casablanca: Rick, Ilsa, and Victor 

 The 1942 acclaimed motion picture Casablanca has a wide range of characters that come 

to the titular city in French Morocco to escape the dangers of World War Two and go to the 

Americas. In the middle of all these characters, however, is one who stands out: Rick Blaine, the 

cold, pokerfaced owner of Rick’s Café Americain. He’s not a pleasant man, but he’s established 

as the film’s protagonist: everyone in Casablanca has heard of him, he crosses paths with all the 

supporting characters, and they all treat him with respect. And while he may claim to “stick his 

neck out for nobody” (22), he in fact has a past that gets uncovered as the film goes on, and his 

inner and outer conflict is what drives the film. 

 That conflict, however, is not evident at the start of the film. The Nazis may be taking 

over that part of the world, and people may be dying to get out of Casablanca, but Rick has and 

wants nothing to do with it: he’s just a simple saloon keeper. He has no goals, no real conviction; 

he just wants to be left alone. Even when Ugarte entrusts him with two valuable letters of transit, 

Rick handles the situation rather emotionlessly. When Ugarte is arrested in the café, Rick does 

nothing to help him. And when Captain Renault, Major Strasser, and others in the Third Reich 

inquire and remind Rick of his past political history, Rick shrugs it off. He was in fact a freedom 

fighter, but now, for whatever reason, he’s just running a simple café in Casablanca. 

 The conflict intensifies when the two major supporting characters are introduced: Victor 

Laszlo, a hero of the resistance against the Germans, and his wife, Ilsa Lund, Rick’s former love 

interest. When these two characters walk in the door of Rick’s Café, there is clear conflict among 

all three characters. Laszlo, who has escaped Nazi concentration camps and fought against the 



Germans for years, is looking for a way to get to America and continue his work without being 

in danger. Ilsa is traveling with him and also longs to be free from danger—but she didn’t expect 

to ever see Rick again, neither did Rick anticipate seeing her. We discover that the bitterness in 

his heart has come from her abandoning him in Paris so long ago, for reasons we find out more 

and more as the film goes on. 

And it turns out that he is in control of their fate, since he now possesses those two letters 

of transit that can take Victor and Ilsa out of the country. This intensifies the conflict in the film 

by raising the stakes. Victor and Ilsa’s lives hang in the balance now, and now that Rick finds 

himself actually involved in this situation, he has to figure out what his goal is: will he give up 

his letters of transit? Will he reveal that he has them at all? Will he try to win Ilsa back? As he 

drinks himself to sleep that night, even insulting Ilsa later when she comes by the café, what he 

actually wants is unclear, except maybe to forget the past. But what he needs is clear: 

redemption. 

 The conflict increases as the film goes on, for the longer Laszlo is in Casablanca, the 

longer he is in danger of the Nazis entrapping him there or elsewhere, and the characters’ inner 

selves are revealed as they face this conflict and interact with the secondary characters. As 

Laszlo meets with Ferrari about getting exit visas through the black market, he is faced with the 

possibility of getting only one visa, and we see he is willing to use it to send Ilsa back to 

America alone and try to find another way out. Ilsa, on the other hand, tells Ferrari that she is 

only interested in two exit visas and won’t leave Casablanca without Victor. Their love for each 

other is clear; on the other hand, Rick is still trying to figure out what he wants. While Laszlo 

looks for Ferrari that morning, Rick sees Ilsa in the market and tries to convince her to come by 

his apartment. But after finding out that Ilsa and Victor are and have been married, his 

perspective on Ilsa’s leaving him, as well as her being in danger as well as Victor, are made more 



clear to him. And it’s now that Rick begins to remember the cause that they are fighting for, and 

the one that he himself fought for many years ago before he let bitterness overtake him.  

 Consequently, Rick begins to have a change of heart, which is revealed by his actions 

with some more secondary characters. Unlike earlier when he let Ugarte get arrested in the café, 

he now takes action and helps young Bulgarian couple Jan and Annina win enough money at the 

roulette table to pay for exit visas. It’s a small step forward, but it’s not enough to let Victor have 

the letters of transit when he asks for them: “Ask your wife” (91), Rick coldly tells him. He still 

holds bitterness inside to prevent him from making a complete character change. Ultimately, it 

takes Ilsa coming to his apartment that night and eventually the two of them reconciling the past 

that brings him to the place where he starts to consider whether or not to give up his letters of 

transit. After his meeting Ilsa, he speaks with Victor, who tells him that if Rick won’t give him 

the letters of transit, he should at least use them to take Ilsa out of Casablanca. 

 At first, it seems that Rick will use this situation to his own advantage, as he watches 

officers arrest Victor and then tells Renault the next day that he plans to use the letters to leave 

Casablanca with Ilsa. This makes for an exciting third act because Rick’s motives are in question 

more than they have been before: will he reject Victor and take Ilsa back for himself, or will he 

decide in the end to use the letters to send Laszlo to safety? Ultimately, Rick does the latter, and 

he not only reveals his complete character change in the final scene at the airport with a heartfelt 

monologue to Ilsa, but he also reveals it by shooting Major Strasser before he has a chance to get 

Laszlo’s plane back on the ground.  

 Each principal character in Casablanca has a change of heart in some way. Ilsa, who has 

been conflicted between both her love for Victor and her love for Rick, has to choose one in the 

end. Victor, who is determined to see his cause to the end, still has to be willing to give up his 

own safety if that’s what it takes to get Ilsa safely to America. Even another important secondary 

character, Captain Renault, who earlier said he had “no conviction” and “blows with the wind” 



(79), sees the bravery and sacrifice of these characters and decides to join the side of freedom. 

But it is Rick Blaine’s character arc that drives the story. His change of heart, his “growth arc”, 

is what the audience is most interested in. At the start of the film, he basically has no goal or 

motivation to do anything, but then his love is rekindled, and he becomes conflicted about 

whether to become the freedom fighter again that he once was. And because of the efforts of the 

characters around him, such as the companionship of Sam the piano player, Annina’s yearning 

for freedom in America, Victor’s sacrifice for his wife, and Ilsa’s reconciliation, Rick is able to 

make a choice that results in one of the most unforgettable film endings of all time. 

 By the end of the film, not only has Rick Blaine put aside his bitterness, conceit, and even 

love for Ilsa for a greater cause, but also the audience is moved to make a similar sacrifice. 

Particularly at the time of the film’s release, this was no doubt a powerful call to freedom to the 

audiences who viewed it in the middle of World War Two. But even today, the message is still 

just as powerful to join a cause greater than one’s self. This is the impact of Rick Blaine’s 

character change, as well as the impact of the film Casablanca itself. 
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